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Abstract: Clothing shoulder modeling is a big part of the research on the anastomosis between human 
morphology and clothing. This essay got the sizes of shoulders by selecting 100 young women in Hubei 
province and using non-touching 3-D human body scanning, then got the variation of data of different 
shoulder sizes of subdivision morphology by using SPSS software to do mathematical statistics and 
feature analysis in order to find the relationship between different shoulder modeling and human shoulder 
shapes, made accurate modeling that matches the clothing, provided reference for young women’s dress 
structure design and production model proportion in Hubei Province. 

Clothing shoulder modeling is a big part of the research on the anastomosis between human 
morphology and clothing [1-4]. The clothing shoulder structure’s research is based on shoulder pattern 
design theory, doing key structure parameter analysis and series pattern experiments. By analyzing 
structure parameter we can get different kinds of shoulder modeling and different kinds of sleeve 
modeling which is related to shoulder modeling and find the relationship between them. We randomly 
selected 100 women aged from 18 to 25 from Hubei province to use their shoulder structure date as 
research samples and by using mathematical statistics, graphic analysis and version manufacture to 
research on women’s shoulder structure parameter and find the regulation. The result is very important to 
young women’s dress structure design and production model proportion in Hubei Province.  

We measure human body by using non-touching 3-D human body scanner (made in Germany). In 
order to reduce error, we do 3 times measurement on same sample and during measurement the sample 
should stand exactly like what the scanner required.  

We randomly selected 100 women aged from 18 to 25 from Hubei province for measurement, the 
average age is 22.5 and the average height is 161.5 cm, draw the data of shoulder breadth, shoulder 
obliquity, brachium and upper-arm circumference.  

We done some pre-process to the data and use normal distribution method to analyze. Figure 1 
shown the results. 

From the data we can see that the variation range of the shoulder breadth is mainly between 34 cm 
and 44 cm, the shoulder obliquity is between 10 degree and 25 degree, the brachium is between 47 cm 
and 55 cm, the upper-arm circumference is between 20 cm and 35 cm that mean the diameter of upper 
arm is between 6.4 cm to 11.2 cm. 

Compare the data to GB/T1335.2-2008, using K-means fast clustering method to calculate the 
intermediate data of two types (Table 1). 

At last we can use shoulder obliquity as explained variables, shoulder breadth, brachium and 
upper-arm circumference as explanatory variables to build a multiple linear regression equation so that 
we can see the linear relation between explained variables and explanatory variables. Set shoulder 
obliquity as dependent variable Y, shoulder breadth, brachium and upper-arm circumference as 
independent variables X1, X2 and X3, set the linear regression equation as (1): 

����� ����� 321 3210 XXXY .
 (1)

In this equation: &0 is a constant, &1, &2, &3 are regression coefficients, means the error that caused 
by other factors. Using SPSS software to do statistical analysis, the results are shown in Table 2 (B means 
samples’ regression coefficients; sig. means significant difference). 
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Figure 1 – Distribution of date of shoulder: a – shoulder breadth , b – shoulder obliquity,  
c – brachium, d – upper-arm circumference 

 
Table 1 – K-means fast clustering method computing result 

Shoulder characteristic Intermediate date of Cluster 
Type 1 Type 2 

Shoulder breadth 40.36 37.48 
Shoulder obliquity 12.77 21.13 

brachium 52.44 49.95 
Upper-arm circumference 27.24 24.97 

 
Table 2 – Linear regressions  

Factors Non-standard coefficient Standard 
coefficient t Sig. 

B Standard error Trial version 
constant 85.612 9.918  8.632 .000 

Breadth X1 -1.261 .200 -.600 -6.300 .000 
Brachium X2 -.570 .189 -.277 -3.020 .003 
Upper-arm X3 .375 .160 .241 2.340 .021 

 
From Table 2, we can learn that, &0=85.612, &1=-1.261, &2=-0.570, &3=0.375, the regression equation 

is  (2): 
3375.02570.01261.1612.85 XXXY ���� (2)

 

We chosen a sample to check the equation: shoulder breadth was 44 cm, brachium was 55.8cm, 
upper-arm circumference was 28 cm, so  

 

     dgree82.828375.08.55570.044261.1612.85 ��������Y  (3)

The result given by SPSS is a little different from the sample’s 10 degree, but this difference is in 
allowable range. So that we can say we can use multiple linear regression equation to make sure the 
difference in different body shapes and offer important references to set standard in women’s dress. 

This essay is based on fashion cycle an aimed at researching shoulder modeling. We draw the data 
of shoulder structure and analyze the effects caused by shoulder design on shoulder structure date. By 
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setting shoulder modeling model, we can find the relationships in shoulder obliquity, shoulder breadth 
and so on, so that we can analyze these factors that affect the shoulder modeling and use these factors to 
make standard for shoulder modeling classification. That means we can make sure the factors due to a 
given shoulder modeling or we can make sure the modeling due to given factors. The researches in 
modeling and structure can be put together and it can provide reference for young women’s dress 
structure design and production model proportion. 
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�: 	 ^Q��	�� ��� «����@Q��� ��	�_» @_�
 Q{��������	
�
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�����
��	�_� ���Q���|�_� �~����� {��	��Q�� ��	_� ��
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